
Smarter Of�ces Make 
Businesses More Successful

Creating a “modern of�ce” is like trying to hit a moving target. That’s because new digital technologies are constantly turning last 
month’s “optional-extras” into today’s essential business tools.

That’s where HKBN JOS comes. We provide the expertise you need to make the most of physical and virtual spaces. Our 
comprehensive portfolio of cutting-edge, smart of�ce solutions enables you to streamline work�ows, increase comfort, ensure 
safety and security, and deliver the best R.O.I.  

Poor meeting management wastes a lot of time. For example, Gartner estimates the average employee spends 27 hours per year 
looking for available spaces to meet*.

HKBN JOS provides the expertise, smart technologies and solutions to help organisations make the most of valuable meeting time, 
increase collaboration and cut costs. That includes switching to smaller but fully-equipped conference rooms, creating �exible 
spaces for ad-hoc interactions, and using smart of�ce tools to streamline room booking. 

More Intelligent Meetings 

• Maximise utilisation with smarter room scheduling 
• Set speci�c requirements (e.g. whiteboard, AV) 
• Generate comprehensive utilisation reports 

Managing Meeting Rooms

Streamline the entire process through an app

• Instantly join any conference at the touch of a button
• Use any digital device – smartphone, desktop computer or videoconferencing end-point
• Enjoy the same collaboration and document sharing capabilities of physical meeting rooms

Virtual Meeting Rooms

Save time and cut out travel costs by meeting online

• Tailor the technology to suit your needs
• Take the whole team or meet 1-to-1
• Collaborate ef�ciently, communicate effectively
• Capture every eye-blink and syllable of body-language without leaving your of�ce

Smart Video Conference Solutions 

Fast, �exible and functional

*Source: https://www.inc.com/mark-suster/these-6-common-problems-with-your-office-environment-are-killing-productivity-heres-how-to-solve-them.html



When it comes to maintaining staff morale and encouraging performance, a good working environment makes all the difference. 
HKBN JOS helps clients to create superior of�ce infrastructures, carefully manage each aspect of the environment, and monitor key 
indicators for immediate action or long-term planning.

Create a Smarter Environment

The Building Blocks For 
Smarter, More Comfortable 
and More Ef�cient Of�ces

With unparalleled subject matter expertise across multiple industries, HKBN JOS helps you identify and address your key priorities and 
meet current and future challenges. Our outstanding smart of�ce capabilities include:

Why HKBN JOS?

People Counting & 
Workspace Measurement

Smart Furniture

Smart AV System
Environment Monitoring

Smart Toilet SolutionSmart Video Surveillance

Utilisation Report & Dashboard

Intelligent Lighting

HKBN JOS
Tel: +852 2565 2888
Email: connect@jos.com
Website:  www.jos.com

Leaders In Technology Innovation
Unlike many others, we deliver completed smart of�ce solutions 
underpinned by the latest Wi-Fi 6, LTE and LoRaWAN 
connectivity. This can unlock incredible value for your business.  

End-to-end Solutions
With a broad, smart of�ce solution portfolio, including holistic 
design, planning, implementation, support and after sales service, 
HKBN JOS has you covered from start-to-�nish, and anywhere 
in-between!

Unrivalled Knowledge And Support
Over 60 years of APAC experience, in-depth IT knowledge, and 
exceptional execution, enables  HKBN JOS to provide whatever 
you want wherever you need it. Our vendor agnostic approach 
offers unmatched �exibility to deliver comprehensive solutions 
that match the needs of your business.

One-stop Maintenance Service
HKBN JOS Maintenance Service provides complete multi-vendor 
coverage. Our large, highly skilled team carries the most 
recognised, industry-standard credentials and certi�cations. So 
we can troubleshoot and �x systems from all the leading vendors.


